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Iconic Venues
Superior Events
Exceptional Experiences

Located above the heart of the CBD, Sydney
Tower is the ultimate location for corporate
events. During the day, spectacular views of
the harbour provide an impressive and inspiring
backdrop for conferences, private meetings,
brainstorming sessions or team-building activities.
At night, the glittering city skyline sets the tone
for memorable celebrations.

UNIQUE EVENTS
Sydney Tower is home to three levels of venues including: a
purpose-built, newly renovated private event space STUDIO; 360
Bar and Dining; and Sydney Tower Buffet. These separate spaces
offer flexibility to cater to any style of corporate event including
breakfasts, seminars, conferences, workshops, team-building
activities, meetings, cocktail events and seated dinners.
Multiple spaces can be used simultaneously to create a
dynamic event program utilising different levels of the Tower.
All spaces can be booked exclusively.
Sydney Tower will charm your guests with a distinctly Sydney
setting rivalled by no other. The impressive views will add
another dimension to your event. Work with the experienced
events team to develop an engaging and impactful function
for your guests.

EVENT DINING
At Sydney Tower, our objective is to provide an exceptional
experience and a seamlessly executed event. We are committed
to creating tailored, seasonal menus using quality Australian
produce that support our diverse and contemporary food style.
Our service values focus on quality, flexibility and respect for
our guests.
Masterclasses
Looking for a unique executive engagement or team building
event? Ask about our Masterclasses. Learn the essence of
cocktail making, enjoy a champagne tasting, cooking classes with
the Chef de Cuisine or journey across the globe with a wine and
cheese appreciation. We have Masterclasses to complement any
event program, with a variety of packages available across all of
our venues.

ACCESSIBILITY
Situated at the centre of the Sydney CBD, Sydney Tower is easily
accessible via all means of public transport and surrounded by
secure parking stations. Access to the restaurants and event
spaces is via the Sydney Tower Dining reception desk located on
level four of Westfield Sydney shopping centre.
Parking
Secure Parking is conveniently located on Castlereagh Street and
offers reduced parking rates for Sydney Tower Dining guests.
Parking tickets can be validated at the Sydney Tower Dining
reception desk. Address: 137 Castlereagh Street, Sydney.
Please enquire for updated rates.

PRICING AND INCLUSIONS
All prices are based on your specific catering needs and will
reflect a minimum food and beverage spend requirement based
on your requested date. Separate to your food and beverage
charges, the following services will be offered free of charge:
Venue
Complimentary room hire for duration of event │ Wi-Fi internet
access
Staffing
Dedicated onsite events coordinator │ Wait staff for service
Furniture and Theming
Tables and chairs │ Lounge seating │ Linen tablecloths and
napkins
Audio Visual Overview
(pricing is based on individual requirements)
Purpose built audio system │ Automated block out blinds
Inbuilt LCD screens │ Roving microphone │ Lectern │ Riser for
presentations │ Flip chart │ Additional AV available

VENUE OVERVIEW
STUDIO: Sydney’s highest event space caters to a wide variety of
corporate, social and private event for up to 200 guests.
The recently refurbished venue offers a modern New York loft
inspired design with timber detailing, automated block out
blinds for presentations, mood lighting and 220 degree
penthouse views over Sydney’s skyline.
360 Bar and Dining: Situated on Level 1 of Sydney Tower’s
golden turret, 360 Bar and Dining is an impressive revolving
venue popular for corporate entertaining, special occasions
and for discerning diners seeking exceptional food, service and
ambience. Non-exclusive reservations can be made in the group
dining areas and in the bar and the venue can be hired
exclusively for larger-scale events.
Sydney Tower Buffet: Sydney Tower Buffet is a contemporary,
self-select buffet offering international cuisine and revolving
views of the Sydney skyline. The Buffet is an ideal location for an
informal team celebration and the perfect breakout space for a
tasty lunch in between conference presentations. For larger-scale
events, the venue can be hired exclusively.
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